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“We are seeing M&A activity in the

non-automotive gear market ramp

up, and we expect it to intensify in

the years ahead. Partly because

some suppliers are struggling due

to exposure to highly cyclical end-

markets – they need to diversify

their offering, or consider mergers

with larger strategic players – and

also because financial investors

have a strong appetite to acquire,

to tap into the positive long-term

story in emerging markets.“

Ferdinand Robert Schulhauser
Partner, Capitalmind

Key insights:

 Global demand for gears and gear assemblies is forecast to rise by an

average CAGR of 5.6%, reaching $221bn in 2019, and $285bn in 2024.

 Demand is expected to grow most strongly in China and other emerging

economies, as industrialization continues to ramp up. Asia/Pacific already

accounts for nearly half of all global demand, followed by North America

and Western Europe – by 2019, gear sales in China are expected to

exceed total North American gear sales.

 Although the end-markets and applications for gears and gear assemblies

are diverse, the global market is heavily reliant on the automotive

industry, which represents more than 70% of total gear demand.

 Suppliers need to develop a broader range of products and applications

that diversify their exposure because performance is heavily dependent

on end-markets. At present, suppliers serving the automotive industry are

performing relatively well, while suppliers serving the energy and mining

industries are underperforming due to depressed commodity prices.

 M&A activity is running hot in the midcap space – Europe is experiencing

the strongest deal flow, followed by North America and Asia-Pacific. Most

automotive-related market segments are already highly concentrated,

while other (sub-)segments remain fragmented and unconsolidated.

 Listed gear/transmission companies are valued at 8.8x EBITDA, on

average – the five-year average is 7.3x EBITDA. Demand from both

strategic and financial investors is propping up prices.
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Gear suppliers need to diversify their application range as a

hedge against exposure to cyclical end-markets.

Due to differences in market concentration, most M&A activity for gear suppliers is occurring in

non-automotive (sub-)segments, where both strategic and financial investors are targeting

midcaps to diversify their product and application range.

Although there are plenty of opportunities to add value in the non-automotive space, the cyclical

nature of end-markets also means it is important to diversify operations, as highlighted by the

poor performance of gear suppliers serving the energy and mining end-markets. M&A provides

solutions for these important strategic challenges.
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Growth Global demand for gears is forecast to climb by an average

CAGR of 5.6%, reaching $221bn in 2019, and $285bn in 2024.

Sources: The Freedonia Group; Capitalmind Research
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 Growth rates will remain robust,

supported by solid fundamentals for

gears & assemblies:

 New motor vehicle production is

projected to increase, as are other

durable goods that utilize gears.

 Automotive gear suppliers’ end-

markets are shifting – towards more

energy efficient units such as 7-, 8-,

and 9-speed automatic

transmissions, which will contribute

to extra value gains.

Global Gear Demand from 2004 to 2024

(in million US-$)

Global Gear Demand by

Geography 2014 & 2019 (in %)

Asia/Pacific already accounts for almost half of all global

demand, with China in particular posting exceptional growth.

 Asia/Pacific is the most valuable

regional market. In 2014, its contribution

to global gear demand was 46%, while

China alone accounted for 22% of global

demand. The US is clearly in second

place on a country-by-country basis,

with a total value contribution of 17%.

 Between now and 2019, gear demand is

forecast to expand most strongly in

China, followed by other emerging

markets (EM) in Asia/Pacific. This

bullish growth trajectory for the

production of motor vehicles,

motorcycles, and other durable goods

will continue for the foreseeable future.

 The ‘EM story’ is still a compelling

investment theme supported by solid

fundamentals that will result in additional

investment in new manufacturing

capacity and a sharp increase in related

gear sales – in Asia/Pacific,

Africa/Mideast, Central and South

America, and Eastern Europe. By 2019,

total gear sales in China will exceed

total North American gear sales.

 As more sophisticated product lines

come on line – high-gear transmissions,

for example – both small and large

manufacturers will benefit from the

higher margins in this sub-segment.

 Meanwhile, demand for gears in

developed markets will grow at a more

moderate pace, supported by renewed

strength in new motor vehicle output

following a prolonged period of decline.

Geographic 

breakdown

CAGR2004-2024: 5.6%
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End-markets The global market for gears and gear assemblies relies

heavily on the automotive industry, with 73% of total demand.
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Global Gear Demand by

Applications in 2014

 End-markets for gears and gear

assemblies are diverse, encompassing

a wide range of applications, including

automotive, machinery, energy, aircraft,

and home appliances, among others.

 73% of all gear and gear assembly sales

are auto-related, with motor vehicle

transmissions alone accounting for more

than 45% of the total gear market.

 Transmission demand is expected to

grow at a significantly faster rate than

accessory, driveline, steering and other

automotive-gear sales as automakers

increase production of more energy

efficient (and higher margin) gear units.

 Machinery will remain the second

largest gear market after automotive, but

is forecast to post a slightly higher

CAGR up to 2024: 6.3% (machines)

versus 5.3% (automotive).

 Machinery suppliers will benefit from

growth in China and other EMs as those

economies continue to ramp up their

industrial capacity. Another positive

driver in EM is the increasing use of

industrial conveyor systems in industrial

manufacturing processes.

 Gear manufacturers serving the mining,

energy (oil & gas) and agricultural end-

markets are facing the worst market

conditions, due to low commodity prices.

Suppliers serving the automotive industry are performing

relatively well, but not all end-markets are success stories.

Sources: The Freedonia Group; Capitalmind Research

Diversifying the scope of the product range

and customer base is vital to protect

against exogenous shocks, such as those

experienced by the energy sector in 2014.

 Differences in performance between

gear suppliers is not explained so much

by the quality of their operations, but

more by the state of their end-markets.
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M&A activity The M&A market for gears was relatively quiet in 2015.

Listed gear/transmission companies are currently trading at

8.8x EBITDA, on average.

Over the last five years, M&A activity has been most focused

on Europe, followed by North America and Asia.
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 Europe is still the most important M&A

market for gears, with almost half of all

transactions from 2010-2015. European

corporates and PEs are active buyers.

 We expect the ‘poles of power’ to shift

slightly in the years ahead as Asia

ramps up its industrial capacity,

although Europe will remain ‘Gears HQ’.
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M&A transactions in the gear industry In 2015, M&A activity was slightly lower

than the five-year average. (The drop in

investment in the resources sector has

been a drag since 2013 - a key end-

market for machinery gears.) In total,

there were 24 transactions with an

average deal-value of €64m.

 Private Equity (PE) investors continued

to play an important role in the M&A

market: 30% of the deals in 2015 had

PEs on the buy-side, seeking ‘bolt-on’

acquisitions for their existing portfolios.

 Using valuation multiples of listed peers

as a sentiment gauge shows us that

gear/transmission companies have

become more attractive in the eyes of

investors. They are currently trading at

8.8x EBITDA, on average, which is

above the longer-term average of 7.3x

EBITDA. This trend-line is broadly in line

with higher stock market valuations.

EV/EBITDA

Sources: Capital IQ; Capitalmind Research
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 H-D Advanced Manufacturing was

founded in 2012, to operate as a holding

company focused on heavy duty,

precision-engineered component parts,

including gears. It has used a buy &

build strategy to generate impressive

external growth for the PE that owns it,

becoming a leading player in the US.

 H-D initially offered large gears for

heavy industrial use, and later

diversified its product and application

range into other more promising end-

markets, such as aerospace. It

achieved this almost entirely through

acquisitions, leading a wider industry

trend of consolidation.

PE-backed gear suppliers are consolidating the non-

automotive transmission market using buy & build strategies.

Sources: Capital IQ; Capitalmind Research

H-D Advance Manufacturing has made eight key acquisitions

in North America since 2012, to target promising sub-

segments (aerospace) and also to diversify its end-markets.

Case study: 

smart strategic 

M&A

 The auto transmission components

market is highly concentrated,

dominated by a small number of large-

cap suppliers – ZF, MAGNA/GETRAG,

and a few OEMs who produce gears in-

house. However the non-automotive

segments remain fragmented, and

present opportunities to add value.

 In 2015, almost every M&A transaction

occurred in the non-auto segment – the

one notable exception being MAGNA’s

acquisition of GETRAG, worth $1.9bn.

 PE-backed companies are targeting

product applications in machinery and

aerospace primarily – end-markets that

are growing above-trend. They are also

using buy & build strategies to establish

first-class manufacturing units; plugged

into ‘the right’ mix of end-markets.

 Below, H-D Advanced Manufacturing’s

acquisition trail is a prime example. Its

decision to move into aerospace was a

game-changer, and a massive value-

add for the PE that owns it.

M&A trends
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(Other)

Notable Deals 

Deals are being designed to broaden production capabilities

and to extend geographic footprints.

We expect M&A activity to intensify over the next couple of

years in the gear industry. In particular, we expect to see:

M&A outlook

Noteworthy Deals in the Gear Industry BuyerTarget

MAGNA acquires GETRAG to strengthen its expertise in dual-clutch

transmissions ("DCTs") – a segment that is expected to experience

especially strong growth worldwide over the next decade.
2016

ZF acquires the industrial gears and wind-turbine gearbox segment from

Bosch Rexroth to further expand its non-automotive business (large

industrial gears).
2015

Industrial Gears

Business

Wynnchurch portfolio company, Fabco Automotive Corp., acquires GHM

Transmission GmbH to broaden its design & engineering capabilities,

and to enter into European and Asian markets.
2013

Rexnord acquires Precision Gear to enhance the value and breadth of

its solutions - to strengthen its presence in oil & gas, and to develop

strong relationships with leading OEMs and drillers.
2013

Rexnord acquires the assets of Microprecision Gear Technology - a UK

manufacturer of specialty precision gears for aerospace.
2013

Fabco Automotive Corporation acquires R. Cushman & Associates, a

manufacturer of power transmission products.
2012

Clyde Blowers acquires industrial gear manufacturer Unigear Industries

to enhance David Brown’s capabilities and offer to customers in North

America and to create a leading global gearing solutions provider.
2012

Clyde Blowers acquires the wind & industrial gear manufacturer

Moventas. Together with its existing David Brown Gear Systems

business, the group will be a leading gear manufacturer in the world.
2011

WEG acquires Watt Drive, an Austrian corporation that designs and

manufactures gearboxes, gear motors, drives and control systems to

get both market access and to enhance its technology expertise.
2011

Sumitomo Heavy Industries buys Hansen Transmissions International

NV’s industrial gearbox unit for €75m to expand in Europe.
2010

 Further consolidation in the non-

automotive gear market as suppliers

look to optimize their product and

application ranges, and to expand

geographically. Most of this activity will

occur in the midcap space, where there

are more opportunities to create buy &

build platforms. The move to greater

consolidation is being led by PE.

 A recovery in the resource sector would

be a further boost to the non-automotive

gear market, and generate even more

interest from both PE and strategic

investors. The energy and mining end-

markets have suffered

disproportionately from low investment

and growth, but there are signs of a

recovery: the CRB Index (which tracks

commodity prices) is up 20% in 2016.

Sources: Capital IQ; Capitalmind Research
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Our recent deals in the transmission/gear industry

sold

to

Precision 

parts

sold

to

Gear wheels and 

gearboxes

sold automotive gear 

manufacturing division 

to 

Automotive

gears

Robert’s career started in the automotive

industry and includes longstanding

operational and strategic experience at

Daimler AG - most recently as Head of

Product and Strategy at Mercedes-Benz

Ferdinand Robert Schulhauser

Partner – Germany

+ 49 611 95 15 131

robert.schulhauser@capitalmind.com

Luxembourg. Robert also worked as a senior management

consultant focused on the Automotive Suppliers sector before

joining Capitalmind’s Wiesbaden office in Germany, in 2014.

Jean-Arthur Dattée

Partner – France

+33 148 246 288

jean-arthur.dattee@capitalmind.com

Bart Jonkman

Partner – Netherlands

+31 73 623 8774

bart.jonkman@capitalmind.com

Stig Madsen Lachenmeier

Partner – Denmark

+45 20 433 373

stig.madsen.lachenmeier@capitalmind.com

About Capitalmind

European corporate finance advisory, founded in 1999 – advising companies, corporates and PE investors on buying and

selling businesses, MBOs, growth capital and debt finance. We are a leader in the midcap space in the German, French,

Benelux and Nordic markets (200+ deals in the last five years), with access to strategic and financial players beyond

Europe via our partnership with Mergers Alliance – 350+ professionals worldwide.

If you would like to discuss this report in more detail or opportunities for your business, call:
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Smart advice, by your side, worldwide

www.capitalmind.com

Capitalmind is a fully integrated international 

corporate finance advisory that helps family 

businesses, growth companies, private 

equity and corporates to exit, grow and 

finance their business. 

 Established in 1999 

 Award-winning service

 50+ experienced professionals in 6 offices across Europe, 

including Benelux, France, Germany, Denmark and Slovenia

 200+ deals in the last 5 years, with a focus on the mid-market

 Industry insight via dedicated sector teams: Business Services, 

Consumer, Food & Agro, Healthcare, Industrials and TMT

 International reach - 60% of our deals are cross-border

 Independent and highly experienced owner-managed advisory
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NORDICS

Copenhagen
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GERMANY
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Amsterdam
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The Netherlands


